
FOXI
TROTS OVER Budapest



Foxi’s bright emerald eyes peeped wide open from the soft  
ginger sheen of his hide as the blue of a new day broke.  

He looked outside, right over at the Budapest Eye as it stirred 
from its night-time lull, setting off on its round-and-round.
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TROTS OVER Budapest



”It’s just a hop and a skip,” he thought, ”and I’m above Budapest!” 
So he rushed to the Ferris wheel, and up he went, pressing  
his eager nose against the window. There’s Kempinski Corvinus’ 
sun-kissed glass! Apple cupolas and onion turrets! 
The grissini spires of Parliament!
And as the wheel rose higher and higher... 

... Foxi flew over the red carpet of rooftops and the blue shimmer  
of the Danube, right into the lush green of Hűvösvölgy. He jumped 
on the Children’s Railway, which is operated by kids, and chugged 
all the way to Széchenyi Hill in the crisp forest air.



Where next? Carried aloft by the breeze of Buda, Foxi drifted over 
the hills to the Castle and got on the funicular to descend to the Buda 
embankment of the Danube. ”I’ve been up in the air, ridden over hills,” 
he thought. ”It’s time to take to water!” He swiftly boarded a boat 
and curled up to enjoy the gentle sway of the waves. 

”There’s a white bridge, a green bridge, 
a red bridge and Chain Bridge, and then 
some more!”



At the end of his boat trip, Foxi got out on the Pest side because he 
wanted to see familiar faces. ”Hello, Elephantos!” he greeted the two 
concrete behemoths at the gate of the ZOO and merrily bounced on 
to the giraffes, the hypos and the monkeys, the birds and the bees.



As evening darkened the 
horizon, Foxi, filled with 
delight, headed home.

”What a day! 
And what another day tomorrow! 
Here, the fun never ends!”
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